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ARTS IMPACT 
Teaching Flexible Thinking through Visual Arts 
Authors: Meredith Essex and Beverly Harding Buehler  
 
Enduring Understanding 
Creating and responding to visual art challenges can build whole-brain adaptive  
thinking skills. 
 
Lesson Description  
Students explore visual arts as a way to activate flexible thinking by analyzing works of art, 
making collaborative drawings, and responding to time and material limitations in building 
sculptures. Next students explore abstract line quality through sumi painting techniques. 
Randomly chosen arts elements and principles become catalysts for building upon Sumi 
paintings using art materials and techniques of choice. Last, students reflect on their art and 
the dynamics of the creative, flexible thinking behind it. 
 

Learning Targets and Assessment Criteria 
Target: Uses creative thinking in visual arts. 

Criteria: Generates a variety of ideas, tries multiple solutions, makes  
informed choices.  
 

Target: Develops flexible thinking through visual arts. 
Criteria: Analyzes art, collaborates, responds to limitations and constraints, explores novel 
techniques and materials, transforms chance to intent in applying arts  
elements/principles, and makes independent artistic choices. 

 
Vocabulary 

Arts: 
Balance 
Color 
Contrast 
Emphasis 
Functional 
Line 
Line Quality 
Movement 
Pattern 
Repetition 
Rhythm 
Scale 
Sculpture 
Shape/Form 
Space 
Sumi 
Texture 
Unity 
Value 

Materials 
Museum Artworks or Performance 
 
Seattle, WA 
Seattle Art Museum 
 
Tacoma, WA 
Tacoma Art Museum 
 
Materials 
Quotes about flexible thinking from famous 
thinkers; Drawing paper, white, 12x18”: one 
per group of 6; Pencils and fine-tipped black 
markers: one per person; Black or white 
standard card stock: one per person; 
Scissors, Hole punches; Staplers; Sumi Ink 
and brushes: one per person; Rice paper, 
6x14”: one per person; Oil pastels; 
Watercolor pencils: one set for every two 
people; Watercolor crayons: one set for 
every two people; Watercolor paper, 
11x14”: one per person; Set of liquid 
watercolors in primary and secondary 
colors; Palettes; Watercolor brushes; Water 
containers; Paper towels; Computer 
w/projector; Document camera; Blank index 
cards, 3x5”; Chart paper & markers 
 
 
continued 

Learning Standards 
WA Arts State Grade Level Expectations 
For the full description of each WA State Arts 
Grade Level Expectation, see: 
http://www.k12.wa.us/Arts/Standards 
1.1.1-6 Elements: Line, Shape, Value, Texture, 
Space, Color 
1.1.7 Principles of Design: Pattern, Movement, 
Rhythm, Contrast, Emphasis, Unity/Balance 
1.2.1 Skills and Techniques: Drawing, Paper 
Sculpture, Sumi Painting 
2.1.1 Creative Process 
2.3.1 Responding Process  
 
Early Learning Guidelines (Pre-K – Grade 3) 
For a full description of Washington Early Learning 
and Development Guidelines see 
http://www.del.wa.gov/development/guidelines/ 
(Age 4-5) 6. Learning about my world: Arts: Show 
an increasing ability to use art materials safely and 
with purpose. Show creativity and imagination. 
 
21st Century Skills 
http://www.p21.org/storage/documents/P21_arts_
map_final.pdf 
 
Flexibility and Adaptability Outcome: 
Students will be flexible and adapt to change in a 
variety of artistic contexts. 
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Seattle Art Museum images: 
Eye Benches, 1996-97, Louise Bourgeois 2005.113.1     Fig. 3, 1986 C. T. Chew 68.204 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Two Birds, Rabbit in Tree, 1st - 3rd century, Roman, Stone 46.203 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Anthony of Padua, 2013, Kehinde Wiley 2013.8 
 
 
 
A Park in a Room, 1966, Michael Lawson 2005.318 
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Steps in the Creative Process 
1. How can visual art processes help build flexible, creative thinking skills? Guide 
discussion. Share quotes about flexible thinking from brilliant thinkers. 
Discuss flexible thinking in relationship to inquiry-based and project-based learning. 
 
2. How does an artist transform a work of art from ordinary to extraordinary? Guide 
responding to SAM art. 
Observe and analyze art:  

• Where do you see evidence of flexible thinking in these works of art? 
• What makes these works of art evocative or interesting?  

 
3. How does collaborative work demand flexible thinking? Guide collaborative 
Exquisite Machine exercise in small groups. Paper is folded map or accordion style so that only 
the last drawing contribution is visible. Each individual in a group adds a component to a 
fantastical machine drawing. Invite students to think about and share how responding to 
other’s drawing inspired creativity. Discuss what surprises happened as the whole drawing 
came to life when the entire image was revealed. 
 
4. How do time and materials limitations promote flexible thinking? Guide Make it 
Functional exercise where, using limited time and materials, students build a 3-D sculpture 
form that has a specific purpose. Introduce 3-D paper sculpture techniques: manipulating, 
notching, joining. Ask students to create a functional sculpture, using one piece of cardstock 
and scissors, stapler, punch, in 10 minutes. 
 
5. How can novel visual arts experiences, art materials, and formats encourage 
flexibility and reveal new pathways? Demonstrate and guide using Sumi ink and brush 
techniques on rice paper. Guide students to explore diverse line qualities in abstract painting. 
 
6. How do artists creatively manipulate arts elements and principles in ways that 
push thinking and perception in different directions?  Guide analysis and brainstorming 
of ways to morph or change direction using elements of art (color, scale, direction, 
meaning…). Direct students to note one concept/element/principle on a small card and drop in 
a hat. 
 
7. How does chance become intent in creatively developing a work of art? Guide 
random selection of student-generated art concept/element/principle out of a hat. Direct 
students to build upon their Sumi exploration by responding to the concept they chose. 
Provide a broad spectrum of tools/materials. Ask students to reflect on dynamics of flexible 
thinking along the way: where they changed direction, the role of tools and materials, and 
responses to final outcomes.  
 
8. What were some characteristics of our visual art activities that became catalysts 
for flexibility? Guide reflection on observations/analysis of art, collaboration, limitations and 
constraints, novel techniques and materials, manipulation of arts elements/principles, chance 
to intent, and exploring a broad range of choices.  
Think about and share: 

• What have you discovered about yourself through these learning processes? 
• How can you build flexible thinking skills in your students and in your own teaching? 
• How does flexible thinking relate to curriculum and standards in your classroom? 


